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 The strength of the model-driven architecture (MDA) lies in its use of models 

and diagrams in the process of visualizing and developing information 

systems of companies, that is why we chose the business process model and 

notations (BPMN) due to the simplicity of the symbols of its diagrams and the 

clarity of its notations so that all simple users of information systems within 

the organization can understand their needs and goals quickly and smoothly. 

In our paper, we suggested that we connect all categories of the staff in the 

companies, whatever their specialty, and the IT developers, by making a 

transformation between the BPMN diagrams as independent computing 

model to the unified modeling language (UML) class diagram as platform 

independent model. We chose the latter as a destination due to its development 

and the possibility of transforming it into a powerful and integrated program, 

and also to complete other transformations later, we chose query views 

transformations (QVT) due to its consistency with the same family of 

programs and previous languages. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In each company, there are several departments, divisions, or services that consist of human resources 

who have several specialties generally they are simple computer users, and they can hardly express their needs 

at the level of the information system. The American consortium object management group (OMG) has 

proposed a solution to this problem and has created a modeling language whose strong point is the ease of use, 

and which facilitates collaboration between the business side and the IT side by a description of the internal 

needs in the form of diagrams designed with simple, clear and easy to read symbols. The tool that provides 

graphical notations that easily describe the internal needs of the establishment and their business processes, 

this language based on models is business process model and notation (BPMN). 

In speaking of modeling languages, the passage between models and all that is modeling we are 

obliged to talk about the model-driven architecture (MDA) standard created by OMG well before BPMN. This 

standard is based on three models which are the independent calculation model (CIM), platform independent 

model (PIM) and platform specific model (PSM). The performance of the MDA standard manifests itself in 

the protection of investments, the updating of information systems in a minimized time and allow them to 

migrate to adaptable platforms to new technologies, which is largely beneficial for businesses. 

The idea is to use BPMN as a starting point to design the business process of the company as much 

as an CIM as a business process diagram and transform it into a PIM, a technically specific model that allows 

us to communicate with the computer side and complete the cycle of transformations later, we have chosen a 
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model from the same OMG family which is the class diagram of the modeling language unified modeling 

language (UML). We opted for the first passage of the transformation of the MDA from CIM to PIM and we 

intend to do the other passages thereafter, that is to say from the PIM to the PSM until being able to automate 

the code of the desired software. This transformation will highlight the strengths of MDA, that is to say 

automate the transformations starting with the purely business side of understanding its needs and also to design 

its information system in order to have as an optimal result which is the suitable software, among several 

transformation languages we chose a language created and developed by the OMG group which is the query 

view transformation (QVT) [1]. 

We rethink in our article types of transformations such as a transformation from CIM to PIM of the 

same modeling language, namely UML, by two different transformation tools which are QVT and ATL. Our 

article contains five sections, the first is the introduction the second is the related work where we talk about the 

papers that inspired us to do this work, and the background is presented in the third section which offers 

definitions of the bases used, The fourth section is the part that reveals the added value of our work, by drawing 

the BPMN diagram according to the case study in the first step, then by establishing the transformation rules 

by respecting the standards of the QVT language and finally by having a class diagram as the desired result. 

The last component of our work is a conclusion which is at the same time a future introduction for the tasks 

that we intend to accomplish in the future, which will enrich our work and even take it as a reference. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

In this step we present the related works of the methods of transformations convergent to our idea. In 

[2] the authors propose two transformations the first is horizontal and called refinement CIM model between 

the business process diagram and the use case diagram UML, the second is vertical to the UML sequence 

diagram as a PIM model, using the specification that defines the rules and vocabulary: semantics business 

vocabulary rules (SBVR). Rhazali et al. [3] present a method of transformation based on the modernization of 

MDA, it starts by creating the transformable model at the CIM level and transforms it afterward using ATL 

atlas transformation language to obtain the PIM model as a result. 

The authors propose in [4] a transformation between BPMN and the diagram of UML namely the 

activity diagram, practically there is a convergence between the business process diagram and the activity 

diagram which allows having precise and direct transformation rules. Macek and Richta [5] propose an idea of 

transformation that resembles the previous one, starting with the diagram of the business process BPMN and 

obtaining the activity diagram of UML but what characterizes this transformation is the use of an XML 

metadata exchange to represent the two models and to specify the document style as well as the vocabulary at 

the input and output level they used the XSLT transformation type. 

Debnath et al. [6] have done a work that starts by designing a BPMN business process diagram that 

helps to create a java ee 6 business platform, in three steps starting with a transformation between the BPMN 

diagram and class diagram of UML, after transforming it into a diagram UML based on java and at the end get 

meta-object facility (MOF) script based on java ee profiles. We were also inspired by the transformation carried 

out from BPMN towards graphical and mathematical tools (COLORED PETRI NET) allowing us to model 

and verify the dynamic behavior of discrete event systems in [7] and from the Web Ontology Language 

obtained by a transformation of BPMN, OWL2 is a language with components that include an overview of the 

document, which serves as an introduction to OWL 2, describes the relationship between OWL 1 and OWL 2, 

and provides an entry point to deliverables remaining via a worksheet [8], after observing the two papers we 

find that BPMN remains the clearest and practical language. 

 

 

3. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

3.1.  Model-driven architecture (MDA) 

The MDA standard as its name suggests is a model-driven architecture that has introduced a new 

method of computer design, among its strengths is to protect the investment that already exists in the 

organization and even make it updated in a little time [9], that is to say with MDA we can work with the useful 

part of our information system and adapt it with new emerging technologies or even keep the software side and 

update the level of design and development and analysis, like all the body of tools proposed and created by 

OMG, the MDA approach confirms that a model is worth a thousand words [10]. The MDA models: a) 

independent model computation (CIM) independent calculation model, b) platform-independent model (PIM) 

platform-independent model. c) platform-specific model (PSM) platform-dependent model. In our work, we 

focus on this transition between the models provided by MDA, especially in the first place from the CIM to 

the PIM. 
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3.2.  Business process model and notation: BPMN 

A Model BPMN business process model and notation is a specific modeling language for the business 

side it offers simple, clear, and easy-to-read graphical notations. It is the ideal way to discuss an information 

system with a manager in a company who can express his need or his vision using diagrams drawn by basic 

symbols. It is considered the best notion of computer science to start with simple users, this standard was 

created at the beginning by the BPMI and after an arrangement with OMG and the latter has been supported 

and maintained BPMN since 2005 [11]–[13]. 

 

3.3.  Query views transformation: QVT 

As part of saving effort and reducing errors, OMG adopted the model transformation language called 

QVT in 2005 [14]–[16]. Model transformation into MDA is an automated way of modifying and creating 

models. A model transformation usually specifies the acceptable input models and the models that it can output 

by specifying the Meta model that a model must conform to. The QVT standard introduces the means to query, 

display and transform models based on MOF 2.0. The QVT language is supported by Eclipse, so on the 

technical side, there will be no obstacle to ensuring the passage between BPMN and UML that are already 

supported by Eclipse. 

 

 

4. METHOD 

Our approach is a solution that will highlight a relationship between simple users and IT analysts, 

starting by translating the need, vision, and situation of a company into a BPMN business process diagram and 

transforming after this initial model into a more specialized model, and more technically sophisticated, namely 

the UML class diagram to complete our global vision which to start by writing the model independent of 

calculation CIM make transformations towards the PIM and the PSM to finally have the code or the software 

in Figure 1, in our paper, we will carry out the first step which is to be considered as a bridge which the simple 

users with the computer developers in an automatic way. In our article we are inspired by other works for 

example the transformation called refinement at the beginning of CIM (BPMN) towards CIM (the use case 

diagram of UML) after their passage to carry out an another CIM to PIM transformation two diagrams of the 

same UML language use case diagram to UML sequence diagram, the passage between BPMN and the UML 

CIM to CIM activity diagram (refinement) and one can notice that there is a great resemblance between these 

two diagrams, in the dedescription transformation of two diagrams from UML, CIM to PIM. We chose to start 

with a case study represented by a BPMN diagram and to go directly to the UML class diagram which allowed 

us to go more on the IT development side without going through other transformations for example case 

diagram usage, sequence diagram, or activity diagram of UML [17]–[25]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Our proposed transformation compared to the MDA models 

 

 

4.1.  The transformation rules 

After reading the transformation rules between BPMN and the use case diagram, sequence diagram, 

or activity diagram we managed to write the rules of transformation between BPMN and the class diagram. In 

our case, we have a simple language BPMN and a more efficient language (UML class diagram) so we need 

to use conditions to direct the transformation properly. For example, the "Task" element according to the 

condition can be transformed into class or method, sequence flow or message flow with association according 

to the position of each element in the diagram and its meaning in the whole process of the case study in general 

shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Transformation rules for the two models 
Transformation rules Source model element Target model element 

Participant (Pool) to class Participant (Pool) Class 

Lane to class Lane Class 

Task “Activity” to class or method "with condition" Task “Activity” receive task send task Class 

Sequence flow or message flow to association Sequence Flow Message Flow Association (condition) 

Exclusive gate way (OR XOR …) to association Exclusive gate way Association or (Generalization) 

 

 

4.2.  Case study 

The practical demonstration of our approach requires a case study. So, we chose online purchase 

which has two main participants the customer and the seller (website). The BPMN diagram below in Figure 2 

contains several symbols, for example, the pool is the entity that represents buyer or seller and each pool 

contains the process that will do it starting from the start event, the sequence flows that show the direction of 

the process and that connect the elements in it, the activity or task which is action can be simple, sent or received 

depending on the collaboration between the two participants, for example, the "receive order" task it is an 

activity received by the seller after the buyer sends the "send order" task. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The process diagram of BPMN (collaboration) 

 

 

4.3.  The extracted QVT code 

The (M2M) model to model transformation is the main step in our work. We also introduce the import 

of BPMN and UML sources and we begin to enter the QVT code based on the transformation rules. They are 

written in accordance with the standards of the QVT transformation language based on the MOF with the 

architecture of four layers M3, M2, M1, and M0 to ensure the passage between the two models as shown in 

Figure 3. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. A part of the QVT code 
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We opted for the eclipse platform which contains the plugins of all the languages used in our paper. 

To draw the BPMN diagram and develop the eclipse code and obtain the desired result, at the transformation 

level and especially between the "task" of BPMN and the class or the method of UML. In Figure 4 we used to 

distinguish each case according to the design by using a condition at the level of the id of the element concerned. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The properties of the "receive order" task 

 

 

5. RESULTS 

After executing the QVT code using eclipse. Figure 5 Shows classes, methods, and associations 

transformed from participants, activities, sequences flow, and messages flow. The result is obtained in the form 

of a UML class diagram structure composed of target elements transformed from source BPMN elements. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The class diagram structure 

 

 

To reach the last stage in this work we used the "Papyrus" tool of the eclipse to draw the class diagram 

of UML from the previous structure. At this level we can notice all the transformations carried out for example 

the class "seller" is transformed from the pool "seller", the task "choose product" is transformed into a class 

product, the sequence flow "send_product" is transformed into association a_deliver as. Then we got a clear 

and well-designed class diagram automatically from the BPMN process diagram as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Our result as a class diagram 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

The use of MDA shows us the added value of this standard for information systems and their design, 

the transformations of the models provided by MDA allow having a homogeneous sequence between the 

components of the information system. We projected on our work by carrying out a direct and automated 

transformation between the "collaboration" process diagram of BPMN and the class diagram of UML assuming 

that we create a gateway between the simple users on the business side with the developers in the computer 

engineering to achieve the company's objective, which is investment protection, saving time and, above all, 

having a solid and up-to-date information system. We can develop our result by going to the step of 

transforming the class diagram into another model specific to the PSM platform, or make transformations in 

the opposite direction within the framework of the ADM, for example, one can change a tool already used to 

be able to make the comparison. 
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